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Abstra~. Conditions for ;i birth-death process to be exponentially ergodic are es1 ablished. It 
is shcwn that the exponential ergodicity is determined by the chiaracter of the boundary at 
infin;r;d :r~ classified1 by W. Feller. The spectral struc:ture for the Iprocess is studied. Simple con- 
ditions are exhibited for the spectral span to be finite or infinite, and a simple norm is p!.aced 
in evidence for the convergence. In Part I, basic relations are established and key tools of 
domination, log-concavity*, and complete monotonicity. Feller’s classification of boundaries 
and simple conditions for process classification are 
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It has been shown by Mingman [ 17, 1 S] that fer any irredwiblr: 
Markov chain in continuous time having transition prob;lbiliti~:s pnIn (0, 
the limit 
:or any suc’h Erreduci 
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When the chain is transient or null recurrent., e, = 0 for a 
chain is posi*tive recurrent, en > 0 for all n. When Tmn < 0 for ah1 fl, t’ 
chairs is said to be explone@tiaZZy ergo&c. For the transient case, the best 
value of ymn is the common value: 0 of (0.1). For positive-recurrent ex- 
ponentially ergodic chains, Kingman [ I81 has shown that ymn 2 v < 0 
for some y. In this sense the decajr is uniform, but the best values 7n19 
may depend on m and ~2. 
The concept of geometric ergodicity for ckains in discrete time and 
exponel.tial ergodicity for chains in continuous time is due to Kendal 
[ 15, 161. Kingman’s results for exponential ergodicity in the positive- 
ret ) -wt cases are an extension of the results of Vere-Jones [ 241 on 
geometric ergodicity. A discussion of exponential convergence in a 
variety of settings has been given by Heathcote [S] . 
Few useful criteria have been available giving conditions for exponcn- 
tial ergodicity, even for birth-death processes, the simplest and most 
important class of Maskov chains in continuous time. As part of a gen- 
eral investigation, the question for linear birth -death processes was 
resolved by Callaert [ I] using analytical methlods. This paper addresses 
itself to useful criteria for general birth-death processes having a reflect- 
ing state at zero, and their two-sided analogues. The methods employed 
are essentially probabilistic supported by standard tools of complex 
analysis. The scheme of Feller [ 2j for classifying birth-death processes 
by the behavior of their boundary at infinity plays a key role. A section 
devoted to Feller’s classification system discus:ses the character of the 
boundaries of different type and presents imple criteria for such classi- 
fication. 
The basic results we have obtained are the following: 
heorem 1. Eveivy basic birth-death process having an entrance, exit, or 
regular boundary at infinity is exponen ti&y ergodic. 
keo re II. Let N(t) be any basic birth-death process having a natural 
boundary at infirmity. If A,&+, -+ 0 CIS n -+ 00, 0 12 0 :< m1 and 8 # 1, 
then AM t) is expc nen tially ergodic. 
. Any basic birth-death process for whkh v, = h, + pM is 
unbounded has arl infinire spectral span. A process ~2~2 have a ji’n& 
spectra% span only if its botmk~y at injkity is natrml and vn is 
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mre _ Every basic M&-death process N(t) hating an entrame, 
exit, P natural boundary is uniformly cmvt~;gent in the fbll~~wing sense. 
Let 
en 
= /F_p,,(,r) , p,(t) = 
W2(t) := (9, Ct) - ‘fj I2 Inn 9 
n = 0 
where ?r, are the potential coefficients for tke process. Then if 
H2(O+) < 00) 
H2(t)4H2(0+:lexp[2r*t] ) 
where yO is the index of exponential convergeme of p&.t). 
The reversibility in time of birth--death processes, and associated 
complete monotonicity properties play a bask role. Also of importance 
have been the tools of lc~g-Izoncavity and stochastic ,nonotonicity. It is 
hoped that our findings wit1 add to the understanding of birth-death 
processes, for which the contributions of Feller [ 21, Marlin and Mc- 
Gregor [ 8,9], Kemperman [ 141, Ker!dall [ 161, Ledermarm and 
Reuter [ 201, and Reuter [ :!3] have been so important. 
1. Bir fh-death processes; notation 
1 .I . Basic birth-death procmses 
In what follows, we wil be concerned with birth-d ta th processes on 
a state space%of nonneg ive integers n, i.e.,q = t 0, 1, 2, . ..} . The pro- 
cess will be characterized by upward and downward transition rates 
A,, IIn I’rom state pz our processes we assume irred,ucibility and 
reflection at state 0, i.e., we assume that X, > 0. n 2 0, and p,, > 0, 
n> l,,U, = 0. It will Bbe conv’znient to describe such processes as basic. 
All such processes are well defined by specification of an ilnitial distri- 
bution the transitio!r ates, and the character of the boundsr;i at 
infinity when needed. The latter is important only for regular bounda- 
ries at infinity, which we discuss in Section 6. 
For every such prxess, trar sient or recurrent, the potential coeff’- 
cients (see e.g. [ 81) dre given by 
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For ergodic processes, the coefficients w, are summable and the er 
probabihties are given by en = n,(X,“_., ~~1 -I. 
It will be convenient o employ the notations 
n2 1, 
.2c) v, = x, + P, 9 n20. 
When the process is in state n, the probability that the next transition 
will be to state n + i will be 
Sirnilarly, 
(1.4) %l = P, lvn 
is the probability that the next transition is to state n - 1. 
We will refer constantly to key passage times and associated probabi- 
lity density functions and transforms for our processes. These we 
designate as follows: 
7 rn 
, 
n = the first passage time from state wt to state n, 
e random variables 7; will be “defective” or “improper” when the 
process is nc;t recurrent, and correspor i l $y their prob 
functions WY be defective. Bearing the possibility of ‘bei 
in mind, fire will designate the associated probability density functions 
Y 
Smn(7) = .f. for T& s;(T) = .f. for 7j: , 
9 2. Passage time and recurrtwce time der ur’ties 191 
or the tra11sient c~mx:s one then has S,“;r, (7) d 7 < I, n ? 0. 
is the return time density s, CT) from state E sub- 
sequent o a departure. This is given by 
We see that for transient processes, the return-time densities ,,(~j share: 
the defectiveness of S;;(T). Associated Laplace transforms will1 be dc:sig- 
nated by lovrer case Greek letters, viz. 
( 1.6a) o,Js) =: f eWsr ,,(r) dT , 
0 
(1.6b) o;(s) = i e-sTs;(~) dr , 
0 
Q) 
(1.64 o,(9) = J^ P S,(T) cl7 , 
0 
00 
(l.bd) a,(s) = F e-9,(7) 147. 
ii 
It follows from (1 S) that 
asic relations between pawge time and T xuwence ~,irne densities 
and their moments 
It has been shown previously [ 1 111 that the upward and downward 
passage time density functions defined in the grevlows ectioin have 
simple connections. Specifically one ha$; 
This, together with 
(2.2) ((j(s) = X,(h, -w-l ? 
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permits one to calculate Q;(S) by recursion. The same reasoni 
rise to (2.1) dso establishes that 
We note that since all of the random variables 7;: ar 
IV 2 0. For the transient processes, the 7;; will be d 
stiil valid with o;(O) < 1, n 2 I. 
own in [ 111, me finds from ( I,. l.), (22) and simple algebra that 
n 
(2.4) [T,:] = (Xn7$, )-’ 
Hence rO,, is a proper rx and 
when the right-hand side is finite. 
Similarly, from (2.3 j as shown in [ 111, 
00 
(2 6 . 1, IT, I = (Ilnq-’ 
when the right-nand side is finite, provided that one does not have a 
boundary at infinity (see Section 6). When the right- 
te, T; is either a defective random variable when (2.6) 
tended sense or one has a null recurrent process. 
;__1 1”;; is a proper .v. and 
when the right-hand side is finite. 
ie notion ofex ce a i: 
Q 3. Exponentir; I convergence 
tant for wh;;-t folllows. A few of ahe simple ide.as and theorems net:ded 
will be set down. 
Definition 3.h A e.d.f. IQ‘,, defective or not, with no negative suppo!rt 
o be ex,r)merztially COI? I)er*genf of index /I if ib Laplace- 
Stieltjes transform 
P(S) = r ewsx dS;I.r) 
O- 
hm abscissa of convergence 13, --oo <:’ p < 0. We will then write E’(X) E 
Ccfl). Correspondin;;ly, for a p.d.f, j”(x) we will write j’($~ E C(p) il’ its 
c.d.f. F(x) E C(P). 
DefSnition 3.1 b. A tontinuous function f(t) on (0, 1%) having a finite 
li,nit f(m) at t = += will be :#aid to be exponentially conve,rgent wi:th 
index fl if 
_I 
p= sup t0: e@If’(t) -f@Q = O( 1;) , 
We will then write f(t) E CT*@). 
Ii1 keeping with this definition, we have: 
IQ.1 c. Let fi (t) E C*(p, ), f2 (t) E C*(p, ). Th,en .
(i) ff,(t; -,f',Wl 22 If+) --f,Wl =+ PI 5 3,; 
(ii) tj’, (t) -fl (41 If&t) -f,(m)) E C”(/3>, KS1 I& + f12 . 
The proof provides no difficulty. 
Definition 3.2a.. For any r.v. X, proper or improper, \~/t: define 
Note that F&c) always goes ‘i:o zero when x goes toI 80. 0ne also has 
FX(xj = O(exp[(S*x] j for an) 0 < fl* (cf. [ 26, Theorem 1I.2bl ) whel.1 
X has no negative support. 
The concept of domination and ctimplete domini~tion (cf. [ 211) i:i 
contained in the following: 
Definition 3.2b. F, (x) is dominates by F,(i) if 
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We will then write F,(x) > F, (x). 
efinitisn 3.2~. F, (x) is completely domina:ed by Fzix) when (3. 
valid for all real x. We will then write Fz t(x) sC F, (x). 
Such complete domination is present if for a given probability space 
one has two proper random variables X, Y for which X 2 Y almost 
evel;*ywhere. One then has, for example, max(X, Y) 2 min(X, Y), ant 
the c.d.f. of max(X, Y) dominates that of min(X, Y) completely. Com- 
pletis domination establishes apartial ord.ering between the distribution 
functions for r.v.‘s, defective or not. We will also require the property: 
.3.2d. Let X, Y, Z be independent with c.d.f ‘s Fx (x), F,(xj, Fz(x) 
possibly defective. If Fx (x) gC Fir (x), then Fx+y (x) gC Fz+ y (x). 
oof. The result is obtained from 
(3.1,) p+y(x) = jF-(x - t) dF,(t) 
-- 00 
for all real x. 
The reader will verify the validity of this relation, even when some or 
all of’ the distributions are defective. The theorem then follows from 
Definition 3.2~. 
AE. immediate consequence of P.3.2d and thle symmetry of (3.1 j in 
X and Y due to Marshall and Proschan [ 2 11 is: 
.3.2e. Let Fx (x) 2~~ t;:,(x), i.e., Zet p’x (x) 2 Fy (x 1 for all real x. Then 
Fj,j,)(x) %c .F$kJ(x). i.e., F-$?(x) 2 Fp)(x) .for all real x. 
Just as mdnotonicity provides a simple tool for es*ablishing conver- 
gence in real analysis, stochastic monotonicity is usei’ul for establishing 
convergence in distribution in probability theory. A sequence 1l$ (x) 17 
of distributions is said to be stochastically monotorre increasing in k i 
Fk+l (X) y_ Fk (x), k 2 li . The following limit iheorel n will be neede 
.3. O Let { Xjr 17 be a sequence of proper nonnegative r. v. ‘s stochasti- 
tally monotone increasing in k, with finite fht moments &k = 
If hk h bounded f?om above, theta es in distribution. 
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. Integration by parts gives plk ‘= JO? dFk (x) == s(r FL (x) dx. Then 
F&X) Is monotonic increasing in k for x fixed and converges pointwise 
to Fm (x), which must be non-increasing in X, left continuous and gc to 
zero asx 9 00. 
Domination and complete domination have immediate implication 
for exponential convergence. It follows at once from Definition 3.2b 
and [ 26, Corollary 11.2.1] that: 
.3.3. F2(X) % F,(x) ** p2 >, &, when F, (x) and F&r) have no negative 
support. 
One also has the following easy results for convsiution, denoted by 
an asterisk, and mixing. 
l?3.4. If F, (SC) E C(pl ) and F2 (x) E Cjij, ), then: 
(i) F, (x) * F,(x) E C@), where 8 5 max[& , & ] ; 
(ii) p,F,(~)i-p~~*(3~)~c(P),O<p~,p~, p,+P,=l,where 1. 
P = maxiF 9 P-, 1. 
A simple result needed later is obtained from the non-positivity of’ 
any p, and q,(O) > 0 when p2 < 0: 
P 
.3.5. If F, ;x) * P,(xJ = F3(X) and Fj E C(P,,, flz K 0, 03 < 0, therl 
1 < 0. 
Of related interest and importance for what follows is the property 
of log-concavity (cf. [ 6, 131). A probability density function f(x) is 
said to be Zag-concave if logf’(x) is concave. It has ken shown by 
Ibragimov [ 61 that log-conlcavity is equivalent o ‘Qrong unimodality “. 
A probability density function f(s) with positive support will be 
said to belong to c&as3 i? if log f(x) is concave on (O,QO). 
Such functions have the following properties ]6, 7, 13 1: 
.3.6 (Closure under convolution). If fl (x) E 2, arid J&I*) E ..@, then 
f&l *f#E 13. 
.3.7 (Closure under convergence). Ifl’i(x) E L!, a/%fz# 4 (_u)i coiaverges iPi!
distribution to f, (x), itself tz probabiEi[y density _fimctian, then 
f,WE=Q. 
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.3.8 (Exponential convergence with negative index). $(x) EL?. then 
f(x) E C(b), w&h fl C 0. [ 7, pC 332, Propositions I .3, 1.4]- 
Also of interest is the propel CY of complete mono+onicity (cf. [ 13 ] j 
which many of the passage time densities and transitPon probabilities 
possess. A function g(t) having this property has the representation [ 31 
(3.2) g(t) = J ewtx F(dx) , 
o- 
where F(dx) is a measure whiclr may not be finite and may have a point 
mass at the origin. Such functions are log-convex (since positive mix- 
tures of log-convex functions are log-convex), i.e., logg(t) is convex on 
(0, w). The foll owing properties are of interest 
.3+9. Ifs(t) is completely moplotonic and goes to zero as t + *, then: 
(i) t-l (- log g(t)) is mono!onic decreasing as t + - and 
lim (t-l (--logg(tj)) = -p , -m<p50. 
l+= 
(ii) The firnction g(t) is exponentially convergent with index #II?. 
(iii) The index 6 is negative if and o&y if the measure F(dx) has no 
support in the interval 10, IPI). 
oaf We need only observe that -log&t) is concave, monotonic 
increasing, and ultimately positive. 
P.3. . If g( t) is a completely mono tonic probability density function, 
then c(t) = Jmg(w) dw is also completely monotonic with c(O) = 1 
and G(M) = O! Moreovp,+, for fl< 0, 
(3.3) C(t) 5 ept 
’ For any completely monotonic proper probability density functiong(r), (3.2) may be 
writ ten as g(s) = lo-x eex7 F*(b). Here F*(c!x) is a probability measure supported totally on 
(ipI, Ial), where lfii and ICYI belong to the spectrum, alld 0 5: Ipl _<_ lal L 00. Then a simple exten- 
sion of the argument of P.3.10 shows that Ipl < ( lol. The latter inequality provides 
useful information on the spectral span. 
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where @ is the index of exponential convergence ofg(t), and c-(t). 
oof. The complete monc tonicity of Ciit) folloWs from the representzk 
tion (3.2). Moreover, from IF’.3 9, t- ’ (log G(t)) is monotonic increasing 
and has the limit Pe; . From (3.2), PG = fig = 0. I-Lence log cY( t) 5 pt, andi 
(3.3) follows. Moreover, whl2n p < 0, one has E[T~ ] < 00. :Integra.tion 
by parts then gives 
P.3.B 1. If&t) is completely monotonic an? goes tool zero US t -+ *, then . 
-dg(t)/dt is completely moriotonic and has the same index of exponetiq- 
tial convergence as g(t). 
This follows directly from (3.2). 
Insight into the structure of the Laplace transform y(s) of a com- 
pletely mono tonic probabiht y density function g(r) will be needed late r. 
.3.12. Let g(T) be a icomplel.ely monotonic probabi&y density fcrnction 
with index of exponential convergence fl. ‘Then its I:api!ace transftlrm 
y(s) =&g(r)} has a represerttai$on analytic for all c~!r:i/ie:s s with the 
possible exception of the set C = {s: --oo < s < p 1 MT the nI?gative s-axis. 
The representation is given b v . 
(3.5) y(s) = j?s (x +s)-’ F*(dx) , 
O- 
where F*(b) is a probability measure supported on [I/31, +. 
. We may write g(7) = & e --X7 xF*(ldu) in place of (3.2) since 
ticit! of this representa 
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It may be noted that if F*(dx) has an isolated point mass at x =: $1, 
y(s) will have a simple pole at p. If F*(dx) were absolute continuous 
with positive density on (l/31, -), then r(s) given by (3.5) is 
ous across the set c. If F*(dx) is a discrete mleasure suppor 
infinite set of point.s I.u, I and l/31 is a limit poi,nt of the set, then p is an 
essential singularity of y s). For singular measures the behavior will be 
more complicated. 
3.13. &et g(t) be a bounded completelv monotonic ficnction with W 
representation g(t) = 1: eex t p(dx) and Lap&e transform 
where p(dx) is a finite non-empty measure. The.q y(s) has no zeros or 
singularities in the complex plane except on the real interval [ -4, --Q 1, 
and T&Y) < 0 on (-00, -b). 
oof. Let s = S + iT, with S and T real. Then 
(3.7) 
t (x+s) 
ReMs?) = J 
a (x+Sj2+T2 
PW? 5 
(w3) 
b 
iInI{Y(S))l = ITI $ - l 
a (x+S)~ +T2 
mx? l 
Clearly we have aralyticity in the domain indicated. (For this and 
related results, see 126, Ch. VIII] .j From (3.8), 1 Im(y(sj) 1 + 0, for 
T lit 0. When T = 0, we see from (3.7) that Rle {T(S)) < 0, S < -b, an 
Re (y(s) 1 > 0, S >- 0. The theorem then follows. 
If g(t) is a completely monotonic probability density function, 
possibly defective, with represem’ation 
b 
g(t) = fx eNxf p(dx) , ti’ O<a<b<w, 
a 
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then its Laplace trarsJ3rm y(s) hdls no zeros or singularities E!. the corn-- 
lex plane except WI the real intuvak r--b, +] and Y(S) < 0 or,1 (--CR, -b). 
. The measure p(dx is finitz and the reasoning is unchanged. 
ote. In birth-death processes, s;(r), s;(r) and s,(r) are al: bouncled 
(see P.4.1 b). 
. Struclural pm erties of passage time delwities and their transforms 
The passage time densities ;(r), s;(r) and smn(7) described in SK- 
tions 1 and 2 have simple structural properties related to exponential 
ergodicity. 
.4la. Every density S;(T) (always proper), S;(T) and s,(r) is compkte- 
Zy monotonic, and hence Iok-cxzvex [! 21. 
P.&lb. Every S;(T), S;(T) and S,(T) is bounded. This~~llows directk 
from (2.1) and (2.2) by the simpk Tauberian argumznt, which give;: 
s;(O) = A,, s,(O) =/A,. 
4.2. Every passage time density S&T) w skim thle rejkting state at 13 
is log-concave, and hence exponent/ally convergent i boith n)ega tivt: index. 
The log-concavity of son(~) has been exhibited in [ 13 1. The expo- 
nential convergence with negative index is; a consequence of the log- 
concavity (cf. P.3.8). 
Let us designate the index of convergence of the distributions 
described by s;(r), s;(r) and S,(T) by 8:) fl; and p,,, , respectively. The 
indkes 6;: and /3; will soon be seen to be m onotonic in 12. This mono- 
1:onicity is a direct consequence of domination properties of the distri- 
butions themselves. 
The first theorem shows that exporlential convergence with negative 
index is present, for every birth-death process9 for all the upward 
passage time densities ;(r), and describes imple propert.ies. 
core .3. Let SUE c(fli). Then 
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The index pi is a simple pole of (T:(S) for every n. 
oaf. We have, as for (2.1), for all y12 1, 
S:(T) z Pnf V, expb-vn~l~ 
From p, > 0 and P.3.4, /3: 2 PI, := -v,. TO see that /3; > [I; 1, we 
observe that the denomil9ator of (Z.l), J/,(s) = s +A, +I-(, .--pi& (s), 
has tin (0) = A, > 0. All the transforms 0: (s) are rational functions with 
simple poles and zeros on the negative s-axis, and U:(S) is monotonic 
decreasing for real s in the half-plane of convzrgence. Hence 9,(s) has a 
simple zero at /3: in the interval (6: I, 0) and O~(S;I has a simple pole 
there. The proof is completed by noting that o.:(s) must have the singu- 
larity nearest s = 0 on the negative real ax.%. 
oof. The proof parallels that above and is based on the recursion rela- 
tion, as for (2.3), 
s; (7) = i7, f v, exp[ -vn T] I 
‘pn f V, exp[-VnTI I * $,+I (7) * S,(7! 
0ne finds as above & 2 pm = -v,, . Again one considers the denominator 
of (2.3), *C(s) = s -b x, + pc, -- h,O;+r (s). At zero, I/I,*(O) 2 ,Fc,, B 0. If 
CJ;+~ (s) has a singularity at s =: 0, t&n P, =I: &+1 r= 0. Wheal @;+I1 < 0, one 
will either have d/,*(&+, +) 2 0 for a branch point case when @;+r = p,’ 
is a branch point of n;(s), or $~(p;+1 +) <I’ 0 (or =--00) when I:9y the 
reasoning of the previous theorem there is a simple pole a;: p,; 
interval (p,-+, 9
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and Pn = 6, H 2 I, one has /3; = 0 for all y1, since T; does not have a first 
moment for any 12. 
Theorem 4.4 shows that if p; i 0, then all pi,, j 2 1, are negative. A 
stronger esult is available. We next show that exponential convergence 
with negative index is a solidarity property for the (downward ensities. 
eorem. 4.5. Fm every bir-t&-death process, either 0; < 0, for all n 2 1, 
or p, = 0, for all n 2 1. If P, is a branch point of o;(s), then /3k is a 
branch point of o&) for all k > n. If f; is a singularity of s; (r), with 
o,(p; +), = ‘400, then /3, is a simple pole 0.f s; (T) for all AC < il. 
oof. The proof is a (direct extension of that for Theorerr, 4.4. We need 
only note that & will be a lbranch point of o;(s) only when p;+1 is a 
branch point of o;+~ (s). 
It is interesting to note that for the birth-death process N(t) with 
‘n = h Pn = I-(, n 2 lo all & are equal and are branch points. A simple 
demonstration is the ‘following: We have for this case o;(s) = ~Js), 
M > I.. Hence from (2.3). U;(S) obeys a quadratic equation in its domain 
of convergence, and one has 
(4.3) 0; (s) = $A-’ is +r, +&( -J7+2(h+P)s+(~-P)21. 
Clearly the convergence strip terminates at a finite value /3; independent 
of fl and this must be a, branch point. 
P Iany aspects of the behavior of birth-death processes can be related 
to a simple semi-Marlcov process whose state space is indic&d schema- 
tically in Fig. 4.1. JHere A is a Markovian state, and B is a c;et of states 
entered at 7 = 0. After a rand.om dwell time TB on the set B, there is 
return to state A. The p,arameters u and 5 are positive upward and 
downward transition rates to states C and B, respectively. C is an absorb- 
ing state. The process commences at t = 0 at state A. Let S(X) be the 
c.d.f. for TB possibly defective. Let T,, be the passage time to state C. 
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Let 
emSx dFAc (x) , cJ(s) = j e+ d(x) . L 
O- O- 
Then a simple argument gives 
(4.4) q(s) = GI {s + ct’ + 5‘ - <O(S)) --l , 
-__ 
Re(S) L 0 . 
Henze for F(7) = P {r < rAC < = ) II we find that 
(4.5) LTtk; (T - X) dx . 
We will need the following theorems: 
.6. Consider the following changes in (4.5): 
(i) bet w, 5 be held fixed and let T* ~~ TB , i.e., ler, S(T) be replaced 
by S*(T) 2 S(T); 
(ii) let ir), S(T) be held fixed and let 5 be replaced ciy f* > f; 
(iii) let 5, S(T) be held fixed and let u be replaced ivy c3* < o. 
Then for either (i), (ii) or (iii) when TAC is proper, Ti,, SC TAC, i.e., 
I 
(4.6a) F*(T) z F(T) , 
(4&b) P;c 2 P&4C ’ 
Eq. (4.6a) is valid for (S) etieu whesz T,, is not proper. 
IRook (i) In P.3.2e, it has been seen that S*(T) 2 $(f*) implies that 
,??*(k1(r) 2 gk)(7, for all k .$* __ ence thr; integrand OS (4.5) increases 
for al! 7. 
(iij WC 
demeases 
holding g 
ing that lowering { 
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i.e., replacing 31~) b;l (denoting the urilt Heavyside function by U(T)) 
an< g(r) < $t (I=). Eq. (4.6a) l’ollows from the ruasoning for (i) l;,hen 
TAc is proper. 
(iii) To prove (iii), we obse.rve th.at (4.4) may be rewritten as 
cp(s)=p(v(vi-s)-‘)(I -q(v(v+srk)O(s)]-l ) 
where P = a(u e {)-I, q z !(a + c)-’ , and v =: &I + 5, Hence 
Hence q(s) = E[ewSz] , where the rv. 2 is given by 
K 
Z=U**C yi, y*-O ) 
i:z() 
Yj = ui + T, . 
Here ( Ui, i are indeplzndent exponentially distributed r.v.‘s with 
parameter v, and K is geometrically distributed with parameter q. As c3 
decreases, Ui increases tochasticallly, and K increases tochastically 
since 4 increases;. It follows that 2 increases tochastically, and this is 
equivalent o (4.6a). 
Fn K6b) for all three cases follows from P.3.3. 
.4.7. Consider the context ojr Theowin 4.6, and let T, and T,, be 
improper random variables. Then for changes (ii) and (iii) of: Theorem 
4.6, the index o-f exponlential ccwvwgence PAC and /3& for FAC (x) arid 
PAC(x) satisfy 
oof. The argument for (iii) is only EC minor modification of 
Theorem 4.6. We may ywrite 
- 6’ -9 
.8) -- --- s+~+t--tW 1 ’ -wo _q*o(v(v+s)-l)*~l*(s) 1 
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where o. = a(O) < 1. For the case CJ~ = 0, Q(S) = 0 and /3 = -4~3 - {. The 
result is then trivial. For 0 < o. < 1, o(s)/o(O) is tk Laplace-Stieltjes 
transform of a proper distribution, and Theorem 4~ is applicable. 
factor p/( 1 - q o. ) doe not affect the index of expt,lnential convergence, 
and (4.7) follows from 
To establish (4.7) for (ii), one must examine the behavior of the 
denominator of the left-hand side of (4.8). The index p is the zero on 
the negative real axis closest to s = 0 when that zero lies in the half- 
plane of convergence of (T(S). Examination of Fig. 4.2 shtiws that in this 
case /3 increases as 5 increases. If the half-plane of co~e;gence of o(s] 
does not contain such a zero due to its termination 2l.t a branch point 
then p does not change with f. 
Shd 
c 
Fig. 4.2. 
roperties of transition probabilities and their relation 
Consider any transition probability p,,(t) for any of the basic birth- 
death processes. These have the following important iproperty. 
50. Every tramition probability p,,(t) for a basic hi:rth--death 
process is completely womtonic and hence log-conwc. 
is property is again a direct consequence of reversibility in time, and 
eferences fbr P are again appropriate. 
xponeintial ergo nsit’on probabilit:ies expressed in 
with vmn <: 0 is cl.osely rela e exponen. ti *alI convergence 
of the passage time . e 
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mre . A birth--death process N(t) is exponential& q;lodk if and 
only if all df G!e upwud and downward passage time den&&s S;(T) aald 
S;(T) for N(t) m-e exponentially convergent with ri.egative index. 
roof. e firs,t note from (1.7) that the recurrence time density s,(r) 9s 
exponentially convergent with negative index if and only if s::_~ (T) and 
s;;+~ (7) have the same property. MIoreover, one has via the familiar 
classical argument 
dp,(t)/dt =: -‘n r;l,nCt) + ‘n P,nCt) ” ksn(t) 
whether or not s,(t) is defective. ILaplace transformation gives for 
B,(s) =E{p,,(t)}, since p,,(O) = 1, 
(5.1) Tn(S) = (s -I- IV, - v,Q))-1 . 
When S,(T) is defective (the transient case), it follows from (5.1) that 
p,,(t) has a negateve index of exponential convergence if and only if 
s,(r) has such an index. When SJT) is not defective, 
(5.2) .Q i-dp,,(t)/dt) = 1 - ST,(S) 
vn (C1 (1 - a,(s))1 
=-- 
1 + Y,Js-l (1 - on(s)N l
Clearly for this recurrent case -d~,,Jj)/dt has a aeg;;rtive index of expo- 
nential convergence if and only if s ’ 1 ( i - on (s)) hay CL llegatirre abscissa 
of convergence and hence if and 0nl:y if s,(r) has a .legative index of 
exponential convergence. It is known, however, that p,,(t) is complete- 
ly r~ionotonic (see P.5.0). Consequently,, it follows from P.3.1 1 that 
-dp,,W/dt and p,,(t) - en have the same index of convergence. ore- 
over, for all m # n, 
(5.3) pm, (t) = s,n (t) * pnn (lt)l l 
When s, (7) is\ exponentially convergent with ncgativle index 
n, l:hen S;(T), s; (7) andI hence s,. (7) will al be, 2nd the requir 
with ymn C 0 fbllows f’rom the structure 0 
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5.2 -19 birth-death process is exponentially erg&k if s;(s) is exponen- 
tial& convergent with negative index for any stat,e fi!. 
oof. /3; < 0 for all n for any birth-death process. From Theorem 4.5, 
P;;* < 0 for some n0 implies that P,- C 0 for all n 2 !’ . The statement 
then follows immediately from Theorem 5.1 e 
.3. If for a birth-death process N(t), lim inf(v, : n + 0~) = 0, then N(t) 
cannot be exponentially ergodic. 
roof. We note from Theorem 4.4 that lim inf v =: 0 implies p; = c\ fo:: 
all n. Hence from ( 1.7) and P.3.4b, p, = 0 for ai n. T”he proposition 
then follows from Theorem 5. i . 
It is clear from our previous results that the exporlential ergodicity 
of a birth-death process stems from the structure of the transition 
rates h, and ~1, for large n. This notion is made explcit in the following. 
eorem 5.4. A birth-death processgoverned by lrar.es A,, p, which is 
(or is not) exponentially ergo&c continues to be suc12 (or not) when any 
finite number of rates A,, , p,, are altered to new posi ‘ive values. 
roof. If only a finite number of rates are altered, th :n all A,, , pn for n 
greater than or equal to some no will be unchanged. Consequently pi0 
is unchanged. If the original process is exponentially ergodic, then 
flip < 0 and the theorem follows from P.5.2. Co:resycondingly, if the 
original process is not exponentially ergodic, the new one could not be 
exponentially ergodic. For alteration of the new rates to the old would 
imply that the original process was exponentially ergodic. 
We next consider the index of exponential conver pence of p,,(t) - e, 
which we denote by 7, _ We have see n the proof o f Theorem 5.1, that 
this is also the index of -dp,, (t)/clt. u&s for y, are given in the next 
theorem. 
rem 5. . Let N(t) be any basic exponentially eqyodic positive- 
recurrent birth-death process, and ket y, be the index of convergence 
of p,,(t), then for ah n >_ 1 for which flnL f /3,,R , 
f~ 5. Structural properties of transition probabilities 
oof. As for Theorem 5.1, the Laplace transform of -d/jnn( t)/dt is 
given by (5.2), with 
(5.6j 0, (s) = p, ‘J,+l (3) + qn 0; 1 w 9 n2L - 
We have seen that r7n (s), o;+ 1 (s) and u;_~ (s) are all Laplace transforms 
of completely monotonic densities. All such transforms have singulari- 
ties only on the non-positive real axis [ 263 . The corresponding meas- 
ures Fn (dx), f;;;+ 1 (&I:) and Fi 1 (dx) in the representation (3.2) may 
have discrete, absolutely continuous or singular components. The iso- 
lated point-masses of F,(~.x) give rise to simple poles of on(s). Only 
two cases require consideration: 
(i) /$, is a branch: point of o,,(s); 
(ii) & is a simple pole of uJs). 
In both cases we must treat the transient and positive-recurrent cases 
separately. We may write in place of (5.2) 
(5.7) 
V,(l - an(s)) 
1 -- SYr,fS) = ;+V 
n 
(1 -- 
-- (s,(sN * 
The denominate; $,1(s) of (5.7) is monotonic increasing in s wh.en 
Re(s) > F, ; I,&,, (0j >> 0 for the transient case, and $, (0) := 0 for the 
positive recurrent case. 
We first consider (i) for the transient case. Either J/(s j will have a 
simple zero in (p,, 0) or it will not. If not, then 3n = p,, and 1 -- ST,,(S) 
has a branch point at y, tI When $,(s) vanishes in (/3,, O), th&n y,, 
coincides with that zero, and 1 -.- S?T, (s) has a simple pole there. For 
case (i), positive-recurrent, qflz = p,, an oi 
at pn. 
Consider case (ii) transient next. 
lytkity of (5.4). The complete mono tonicity of s, (7) assur ss that 
CJ, (,r) + m fir, /‘(s - P, ), where rn is the mass at -P, of Fn (IL<), is still 
the kaplace transform of a defective probability density function, 
and its first singularity is again on the real axis. For s < P,, t,b,(s) 
decreases as s decreases, from 9, @I, -) = +=, until the nex t singularity 
6, of O,(S) is encountered. The function e,(s) will then have a simple 
zero at y, if it goes negative before reaching 19,) or Gn (s) w’ll stop with- 
out goiq; negative at 7,. In this case 74, is a branch point of a,(s) and 
also of 1 - sn, (s). It is clear that (5.4) is in all cases assured , the only 
possible exception being when 0: _ 1 (s) and o;+ 1 (s) both ha, re a simple 
pole at their common abscissa of convergence. 
All of thie transforms ornn (Y), u,(s) and n,,(s) have a c:Snamon struc- 
ture ir the complex plane, described in he following: 
Theo~rn 5 ha, For any basic birth-de--=+l, ulrL process, t-he tran .~~‘brms 
Ok,,, 0, (s) and rmn (s) have all zeros and singularities on the negative 
real axis anld are analyt?ic for all other values of s. 
Proof. By P.4.1 and P.3.12 (modified when needed for defetive proba- 
bility density functions), the representation (3.5) is assured For all 
0: (s), (J;(S), and hence 0, (s). Moreover, by P.5.0, T,,,(S) hacl! the repre- 
sentation (3.6). All these transforms then have the structure: described 
by P.3.13 and P.3.14. Moreover, for all m, ~1, q.&) = k~(.~~) or UO~:(S), 
r’or YIZ < r~ or vz > M respectively, and hence has the :;tructur:: described 
by the theorem . Finally, IT,,(S) = o,,,(s), and hen& qJS> Aso has this 
structure. 
Theorem Mb. Fur any time-reversible Markov chain (see Se ltion 2 01, 
all o,, (~5) and T,, (si have the structure of Theorem Ma. 
eller boundaries at infinity; process classif ication, sim 
ITI [ 21, Feller gives a boundarv classification for birth--de;I,<h processes, 
based on properties of a natural kale and a canonical measur: associated 
with this process. In this section, Feller’s conditions will be ri:cdst into a 
more convenient form for ou 
conditions for boundaries to 
The following con itions, designated 
$6. Felier bounduries at infinity; pwcess cliwificatto~~, simple conditions 209 
ary c&issifical:ion scheme: 
(h,a,)-’ < t= - A, 
def 
n=O 
?r, < 00 =* B ) 
n=O 
0-3 fl 
deC 
(xnrn 1-l ;ITi < 00 - c , 
n=O i= 1 
In terms of the conditions A, B, C and D, Feller’s bounltary islassifi- 
ion is given in the second column of Table 6.1. Negations arti’ denoted 
by bars. Equivalent conditions, verifiable by the reader, are given in the 
third column. The only tools required are summation by parts and Fubi- 
ni’s theorem. We note from the third column that every birth-kleath 
process has a boundary at infinity of one of the CJur types. For processes 
with boundaries other than regular, we see from S) a.nd (2.7) that C is 
equivalent o E[T~J < * and I) is equivalent o T, o J << -. A process 
with a regular boundary at i:nfLnity may either be reflecting, absorbing or 
of mixed type [ 23. A reflectin!: or absorbing characte: must be imposed 
to complete the characterization of the process. This may be achieved for 
example by treating the process as the 1:imit of a sequence of truncated 
processes having reflecting or absorbing bounldaries, as desked [ 2O;I. For 
a process with a regular reflecting boundary, D is again equivalent o 
E[7_o] <m (see [HI). 
Category 
of boundary 
Table 6.1 
_z5 -- -- 
Feller’s kq uivakn t 
conditions conditions 
regular 
-- 
A, B C D 
exit A, B, C c, 6 
entrance A, B, II c, D 
natural I 
si;, B,
a- .- 
or A, B, C (2, !E 
OS A, B, :b 
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A birth-death process may also be classified in another way. If the 
process leaves tate ~1, one may ask (a) whether it returris to state 11 with 
probability one and (/IS) whether the mean eturn time tf:, n 
process is then classified in terms of transi ce (ti), null ret 
and (j3)) or positive recurrence ((a) and (@ If the process is mm-regular, 
then necessary and sufficient conditions are given by+ee [ 91): 
(6.2) 
transient - A and B, 
null-recurrent - A and E, 
positive-recurrent *-----j A and B. 
following set of implications for non-regular processes: 
exj t * transient 
(6.3 
transient * exit or natural. 
en trance =+ positive-recurrent 
po:si tive-recurrent * en trance or natural 
natural * transient or recurrent 
null-recurrent * natural. 
1* or a :regular process, the transient-recurrent classificat on cannot be 
performed on th.e basis of expressions related to the trans: tier?. rates & 
and lu., . We therefo.re consider in the next classification lth 2 regular pro- 
cesses as onby me class (whether the proceqss i  made recturen t or tran- 
sient by the condition nmposed at infinity). This class will bz denoted 
by @I . The other classes for birth-d recesses are d 
2 5; i 15: 6, and listed ni means that the 
Note that the process has a regular boundary iif both conditions A and B 
afe satisfied. The recurrent-transient classification of such regular pro- 
cesses depends on the conditions imposed on the boundary at infinity. 
if this boundary is a reflecting one, the answer to (at) ad (p) above will 
be affirmative and the process will be positive-recurrent. If the boundary 
at infinity is absorbing (the process stops when it reaches infinity), the 
process will be transient. 
The boundary classification and the recurrent-tram&n : classification 
are not independent of each other, in the sense that an a@itrary combi- 
nation of two properties (one property of each classificaf,,ion system) 
may be contradictory. In particular, Table 6.1 and 6.2 gilre rise to the 
5 6. Feller boundaries .zt infinity; process chsificuatiorz, simple cmdi~ioru 
x= 
Table 16.2 
Transient Nuke :urrent Positiwrecurren t
211 
We now establish simpl?: conditions for the classification of birth- 
death processes. The conditions A, B, C and 13 introduced in (6.1) to- 
(Tether with the boundary classification in Table 6.1 and the transiem- b 
recurrent classification (6.2) play a key role in the following theorems. 
Natural C2 
Exit c3 
Entrance (3 
~-- -~- 
@4 es 
8 8 
8 e6 
I__-__ 
eorem 6.1. For any birth-death process with transition rates A,., and 
~1,) the implication 
lim inf 1/, < c* =+ natural 
?l+= 
holds true. “Natural” means thut the process bus a natupul boundmy Ict 
ivlfiazity .
rsof. By ( 1.2c), lim inf (vn : n --, 00 } C -30 implies both liminf &I : n + 00) 
C 00 and li,ninf{>;l- n -+ m) < 00. This in turn yields EFzO X,’ = 00 anc:l 
v= - 
I-L l +2=1 n = = simultaneously. On t’he other hand, 
(6.4) C X,’ L :~ (h,n,)-’ ~ “i ) 
n=O n=O i=O 
(6.5) ~ llnl < err (IlnKn)-’ 21: 71i ‘) 
n=l n=l i=n 
and hence by definition (6.1), 
%:I 2 
From the boundary classification in Table 6.1 now follows that the 
process is natural. 
Corollary 6.2. [f a birth-death process is non-natural, then 
lim X, = c* or lim p, = * . 
n4 9J ~-+oc: 
ooff. From the cksi fication in Table 6.1, it %bliows th 2 t at least one 
of the csnc?itions C and D is satisfied. Applictition of (6.G)l and (4.7) 
yields the desired result. More specifically one has: 
entrance -* lim p, = 00 
n-+- 
exit 
regular :* lim pn = 00 
n+= 
and lim h, = 00 
n-r- 
heorem 6.3. For p, and pz as defined in ( 1.2a) and ( 1 .l:!b), one has: 
(i) all but a finite number of p, are 2 1 * A; 
all but a finite number of pt are 2 1 * B; 
:n--)X-A; 
(iv) limsup(pR: moo) < 1 * B. 
oaf. The proof follows at 3nce by the relations 
and convergence properties of series with positive term? 
hold: 
. For q,, p,, pz defined above, the following statements 
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The proof of this theorem is based on the following lemma, whit 
extension of [ i 2, Lem.ma (Xl)] e 
mma 6.5. Let (a,} ;z1 be a sequence of positive numbers and let 
lim sup {an : y2 + ~0) = a with U 5 a C 1. Let the elements of the sequence 
{QJ ;zo be defined by the recursioirl! formula 
Then 
lim sup Q, < -. 
n+- 
Soof. From the recursion formL;la follows 
Q n = 1 +a n +a,a, - I +... +an~, 1 . . . a2a1 , - 
and hencls 1 < Q, < = for every finite M. By assumption, there exist 
numbers !V and 0,O 5 N e< 00 : 8 > 0 suck that 
Hence, denoting a -t 0 by a’, 
Q N+2 = 1 +&+la~+~ 5 1 +(1 +QNa’)a’= i +a’+(n’)‘QN 
22 Q,(l +a’ +a’2), 
and by induction 
k 
&,/+k 5 QN IF, (a’)’ . 
I * = ,I; 
Therefore 
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oof of Theorem 6.4. Since 
(i) will be true if 
Q, % 1 + (pi)-’ + (/J,*p,*_ $-l + -0. + (P,*k& l . . P;l+? 
is uniforml;] bounded for all 11 For (pi>-” =: a,, we see that Q, has 
exactly the same form as in Lemma 6.5. Moreover, lim lsup {a, : n -+ 4 <:I 4 
sil.nce lim inf Cpz: IF=} > 1. Hence limsup{Q,: P+ < 00, and ii) is 
proved. 
The proof of (ii) is completely analogous, noting that 
ii (ppn)-1 c 7ri =: 
n=l i=n 
W 
= 
n=l 
ppl’ tn + p,_1 -)- P,_l Pn_2 + **a + P+111”)4 ‘-* P2Pl) 
with limsu~{p,: n+=} < 1. 
Collecting our results, we now give simple conditions, directly related 
to the A, and p,, for the classification of birth-death processes in terms 
of the classes pi, 1 5 i 5 6, introduced above. 
From Theorem 6.3(iii), (iv), and Table 6.1 foE!ows 
(6.8) liminfpV> 1, limsuppz< 1 e C,. 
n-00 ’ rl--+= 
From Tkorem 6.3(iii), (ii), (6* 6), ’ able 6.1 and (6.2) follows 
01) 
inf p, > 1 9 all but a finite number pz => 1 9 :> x,’ = oo)=) (3,. 
n+ cc2 tz= 0 
core 
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00 
(6.10) Uim infpg > 1, 
n-0 n=O 
A;’ <:=+* c,. 
From Theorem 6.3(i), (ii), Table 6.11 and (6.2) MOWS 
(6. J I) {all but a finite: number pn 5 1, all but a finite number 
p”2 lj*c!,. I?! 
From Theorem 6.3(i), (iv), (6.7), Taible 6.1 and (6.2) f4lows 
(6.12) {all but a finite: number p, <: 1, lim sup p: < 1, 
n+ 00 00 
,$I = 1 
Pi’ =oo}:* c,. 
From Theorem 6.3(i), Theorem CA(ii), Table 6.1 and (6.3) follows 
Continued in next issue 
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